
1. Strengths (what did the solution do very well?)

We felt that our prototype had several strengths. The first being that this was a
prototype that was very easy to play with and to handle.  We discovered that the
simpler the construction of the prototype, the more prone that the public was to
interact with it.
Several people were walking in and out of the park, each with their own agendas and
perhaps felt that they had little time to actually begin to put our puzzle prototypes
together. .  However , the people were playing with the individual pieces themselves.
With our ladybug iteration,  the idea and design was simple and did not have to be
interconnected to any of the other ladybug prototypes.  It was an abstract concept of a
puzzle: The pieces, like a puzzle could be moved around on the tree and paired however
the people interacting with them chose. The ladybugs altogether were a part of the
greater idea and goal to maximize the interaction that the public could have with the
installation.

Another success in our final iterations was our use of color The early puzzle prototypes
were very dark and neutral and could not be seen as well from far away as the ladybug
prototypes. There were several different variations of color within the ladybugs as each
of our team members put their own creative ideas into them. The colors ranged with
bright, contrasting colors including orange, red and white.



Finally, was our change in materials from the early stages to the final iteration. Early
on, the construction of the magnets was flat because of the idea we had o print images
onto the magnetic strips.  With our ladybug prototype, we used high sensory materials
to touch in felt, and cotton to create soft and puffy prototypes which had depth and
volume in its design in addition to its visual appeal.  We also used stronger magnets in
our final iteration ladybugs which were able to attach to a wider magnetic field onto the
tree installation itself.



2. Weaknesses (what could be done to improve the design?)

Initially, we figured that the size of our prototypes was a problem.  Because We thought
early on that a larger design would not stay on the tree as well as a smaller design with
less of a surface area.  Our mistake was not in the size of the prototype, but in our
generalization of defining materials.  We assumed that any magnets we used had to be
small in order to stay on the tree.  We hadn't considered the fact that there are
variations of magnet strength that we could incorporate into our prototypes until much
later in our observations.  In the end, our final design actually turned out bigger than
our first iterations.

Another weakness in our approach to the ladybug prototype was that there should have
been a larger number of them.  We set up our final observations with about twenty
ladybugs attached to the tree, but perhaps our results might have been even more
successful had we filled the whole base area of the tree with ladybugs.  We feel that we
may have had more of a  reaction from the public if all they could see in looking at the
lower third of the tree was several dozen ladybugs. Also, it may have been    even more
successful had we had even more variation in color between each ladybug.  Instead of
making some similar to others, perhaps all of them could have been the same color , or
even completely different from each other.

Finally, the ladybugs themselves did not vary much in size with one another may have
been interesting to see which ladybugs attracted more attention from the public, the
larger ones or the smaller ones.



3. The design process (What were some of the key
moments/decisions during the process? What were trouble spots?
How did the collaboration play out? Who took on what roles and
how were decisions made or conflicts resolved?

Our first step was to brainstorm of the ways we could make the people more interested
in this tree and the ‘material’ we could use for our approach.  So we thought about
things we could usually find or do on a tree; carving, huging, leaning…

We thought of the carving on a tree action, and decide that we could make some pieces
to put on the tree as a methapor of this idea, and here we decided that magnets would
be a good material to use.



After this, we started to think about the different dynamics we wanted to create
between the tree and the public.

Our first approaches
1.Puzzle
Magnetic puzzle pieces on the tree; people could interact with them, and move them to
create their own figures.

2.Tree Huger
Hand shaped magnets for the people, this way they would place them on the tree when
they huged it.

3.Make you own magnets
The public could make their own shaped magnets to interact with the tree.



4.Polaroid Cameras
This dynamic could be applied to any of the previous ideas, as another layer of
interaction. This way, the person interacting with the tree could take a picture of it, as a
memory of the experience.

Prototypes
After presenting all this proposals, we decided to work with the first one; the magnet
puzzle.

The first prototype me made, were several puzzles made of photographs of natural
elements that could be found regularly on a tree: hole, ladybug, snail.

Nevertheless, in spite of the tests with magnets we made before, we realized that the
puzze pieces only worked on the identions of the tree, and because of this, the pieces
could only be placed horizontaly in this area.



After this, we decided to make smaller horizontal puzzle pieces, so we could take
advantage of the magnetized parts the tree. When we tested then, it worked, although,
we needed more pieces, to have the public attention.

The next step, was to create more horizontal puzzles, and in addition, create a new
piece: felt magnets. We decided to do felt ladybug, and place it with the other pieces.
This new piece was more visible from the distance, and people showed more interested
in it.

Finally, we decided to use the felt magnets,  creating around 20 of them  and placing
them on the tree at the same time. The interactivity of the people with the tree was
immediate; adults and children were interested in the pieces, sometimes the tree was
crowded and people stood more time in the sand area.



4. Include your analysis of at least 2 new media public space
instruction sets that are related to your project. Critique these
projects in relation to your own: how are they similar or different?
What can be learned from these projects if you were to evolve your
design further? Include visual examples of the projects described, as
well as information on who produced them, when, where, and why.

Roxy Paine’s steel structured trees installed in Madison Square Park and the LED
Throwies project that came out of the Graffiti Research Lab are two distinct public
space instruction sets that are related to the Madison Square Squad instruction set for
strangers project. Paine’s steel trees were installed in August of 2006 in New York’s
Madison Square Park. Paine carried out this project in an effort to bring interactive art
to a seemingly art-friendly space. The trees were established in an active public space
that calls for interactivity for it to be entirely appreciated as public art, just as our
magnets required interactivity to appreciate the full experience. The main difference
between this structure and our project is that the tree was not entirely interactive,
which is the quality we u s a basis for developing our project.



The Graffiti Research Lab (GRL) executed the LED Throwies in several urban spaces
to promote****
Just as we used magnets as the main functional componant of our simply structured
installation, GRL also used magnets along with the simplicity of LED lights to develop
the Throwies. The main difference between GRL’s project and our project is that the
LED Throwies involved physical computing as necessary componant for it’s full
function and interactivity. The Throwies were also not limited to only being installed in
one public space - it could be installed in just about any public space, which is another
main asset to this project.

*A video of the LED Throwies can be found on the Graffiti Research Lab site:
http://graffitiresearchlab.com/?page_id=6%E2%80%9D%20http://graffitiresearchlab
.com/?page_id=6

If we were to evolve our design further with Paine’s steel tree using influences from the
tree by itself and GRL’s LED Throwies, we would use the steel material to support
additional parts of an installation that involved physical computing. We would also
evolve our ladybugs  magnet installation to include other craft-made magnets that
involved physical computing to enhance the appeal and curiousity of viewers.



5. What can you conclude both from your experiments and the ones
you studied? What are open questions remaining to be answered?

Based on the series of observations we completed with our instruction set and other
researched public installations, we have concluded that a piece of public art does not
always satisfy it’public art, in that it often does not receive the appreciation it requires
to complete it’purpose public space. This is often due to the fact that it lacks a
particular quality that will immediately trigger interactivity among the general public
within that particular space. By studying the ethnography of a particular public space
and creating a very simply constructed device that stands alone or is integrated with
public art, public art can curate a chain reaction of interactiviy in a public space, thus
instigating triangulation and fulfilling it’s purpose as a new media public space
instruction set.

The questions that are still opened to be explored are mostly questions of “how-to”
regarding incorporating physical computing devices into a potential next iteration of
our magnets. We would like to explore how we can use materials in the craft of
hardware design to enhance the interactive appeal of our magnets, and encourage more
triangulation within Madison Square Park.

6. Can your project be applied to other public spaces? Does it travel
well?

This public space in particular was crucial to the overall conception, creation and
successful completion of the prototype.  There were several components that made this
space ideal for our research and execution.



The first important part of this space was the location.  There are three tree installation
pieces in Madison Square Park.  Two of the trees are located in grassy, open areas
where grassy, open areas where people come to sit down and spend time.  The tree
piece we chose to work with had no grass around it and spend time.  The tree piece we
chose to work with had no grass around it and much less traffic compared with its
counterparts.  It was a space that desperately needed some sort of catalyst for public
interaction even with a beautiful installation unique to the park.  People almost
appeared to be avoiding it as they walked around the tree and briefly gazed over at it in
passing.  We felt the tree needed to be approached and explored and had the locations
surrounding environment been any different, our prototype could have been a failure.

The second and more obvious importance of the space to our prototypes was the
magnetic surface of the tree.  We had decided to work with magnets as our primary
material for the prototype.  The tree structure itself was also an important part of the
success of the prototype.  The form itself is comforting and familiar.  Part of the reason
why we decided to use the image of the ladybug in our final iteration as well as scenes
of nature with the iterations before it was because of their association to nature. People
as we discovered, are drawn towards comforting environments and spaces.  The tree
and the prototypes we constructed were fun and inviting.  If we had put our prototype
in some other area, our ideas would not have been understood through its references to
the natural if they were placed on a piece that was completely abstract.



7. Would your project make a good exhibition piece? Where would it
be seen? If appropriate, submit your project to venues where it can
be appreciated by other groups of people

I think the reaction we have received says enough to justify the fact that this is a
GREAT exhibition piece.

After all, an exhibition displays or demonstrates a particular skill, and the art of
craftwork and the great interest the DIY revolution is having, I think what we’ve created



is clever, cute, huggable, and touchable piece...all of which this stiff tree was so much
without.  Sometimes something as beautiful and skillful as burning metal to create
sculptures isn‘t enough. Sometimes it takes something simple to bring it to life.

In this entire project, we looked at art in a way that one forgets is art: the skills of
handicrafts. Sewing and cutting, gluing and so on...all of these items are found in art
supply stores...so why are they never seen in conventional
museums? Canvas and paint, oils and great inks, all of these are considered “developed”
art. But even playful materials have sophisticated meanings, which is what we
attempted to do.

I think when our craft and skill harmonized with the craftwork of Roxy Paines, both
works created this great
interactive connection to the world outside. Not only did we interact with the people in
the park, but we also interacted with the space (the sand island) and another piece of art.
Art & art had a conversation.
Plus, we ACTUALLY resolved the problem of this tree and its geographical location. It
was stiff, it was sad, and it was lonely. With these ladybugs, we made the tree get
recognized, and it made the tree less stern. We basically softened the feel of steel by
thinking in terms of material. Felt and magnets are fun materials, while steel seems a bit
more
technical.

Also, much of physical computing deals with touch and sensors as such. I think we’ve
developed the first steps to a sensor friendly world, so we think this would be great for
galleries to proceed in examples on emphasis of the sense of touch!

Where would it be seen?

Definitely sighted in a Stitch n’ Bitch project in the future. I would also like to argue
that we were part of Madison Square Art. I think it would be fabulous if we developed
this project further and bombarded the tree with several dozens of ladybugs. I think the
statement would be loud, it would be fun, and it would definitely be seen and heard!

I think we could also continue bombarded pieces of public metal all around the city.
What about playgrounds? Slides? This could essentially be everywhere! And could be
so fun! and funny. Imagine seeing these ladybugs around the Financial District? I think
the city is our open park, and where we can find metal...we can put it to use! Using this
material, we could juxtapose all kinds of things!


